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CONVERGENCE OF A KINETIC EQUATION TO A FRACTIONAL DIFFUSION
EQUATION
GIADA BASILE AND ANTON BOVIER
ABSTRACT. A linear Boltzmann equation is interpreted as the forward equation
for the probability density of a Markov process (K(t), Y (t)) on (T × R), where
T is the one-dimensional torus. K(t) is a autonomous reversible jump process,
with waiting times between two jumps with finite expectation value but infinite
variance. Y (t) is an additive functional of K, defined as
∫ t
0
v(K(s))ds, where
|v| ∼ 1 for small k . We prove that the rescaled process N−2/3Y (Nt) converge in
distribution to a symmetric Le´vy process, stable with index α = 3/2.
1. INTRODUCTION.
The understanding of thermal conductance in both classical and quantum me-
chanical systems is one of the fundamental problems of non-equilibrium statistical
mechanics. A particular aspect that has attracted much interest is the observation
that autonomous translation invariant systems in dimensions one and two exhibit
anomalously large conductivity. The canonical example here is a chain of anhar-
monic oscillators introduced by Fermi-Pasta-Ulam (FPU)[13], for which numerical
evidence shows a super-diffusive spreading of energy (see [19] for a general re-
view). However, the rigorous analysis of energy transport mechanism presents
serious mathematical difficulties and few results are obtained starting from micro-
scopic dynamics.
The canonical approach to this problem, starting with the pioneering work of
Peierls [23] for the case of weak non-linearity, is to derive a Boltzmann-type equa-
tion that will describe the energy transport in a kinetic limit. Recently, this ap-
proach was carried out rigorously for weakly anharmonic FPU chains [24, 1, 21].
A linear Boltzmann equation was derived in [20] for the harmonic chain with
random masses. The same linear Boltzmann equation appears also as limit of a
random Schro¨dinger equation (see for example [11], [10], [25], [2]).
In [3] a kinetic limit was performed for a system of harmonic oscillators per-
turbed by a conservative stochastic noise and the following linear Boltzmann equa-
tion is deduced for the the energy density distribution of the normal modes, or
phonons, characterized by a wave-number k ∈ [−1/2, 1/2]:
∂tW (t, u, k) + v(k)∂uW (t, u, k) =
∫
T
dk′ R(k, k′)[W (t, u, k′)−W (t, u, k)]. (1.1)
The exact form of the scattering kernel R and the velocity v will be given below.
The crucial features are, however, that the kernel R behaves like k2 for small k,
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∀k′, and like k′2 for small k′, ∀k, while |v(k)| → 1, as |k| ↓ 0. This conforms
to the intuitive picture that phonons with wave number k travel with a velocity
v(k) and are scattered with a rate R(k, k′). It is well known that super-diffusive
spreading of energy is connected with the fact that the mean free path of phonons
with small wave number k has a macroscopic length (ballistic transport), which
follows essentially from the smallness of the rate with which these phonons are
scattered, together with the fact that they travel with finite velocity. In fact, in [3]
it is proved that this system exhibits anomalous conductance.
To analyse the Boltzmann equation (1.1) is to exploit the fact that it can be
reinterpreted as the forward equation for the probability density of a Markov pro-
cess (K(t), Y (t)) on (T × R). Here K(t) is a reversible jump process with rate
R and Y (t) is an additive functional of K, given as Y (t) =
∫ t
0
ds v(K(s)). In a
phononic picture, the process Y (t) describes the trajectory of a phonon. For system
with diffusive energy spreading, one expects that the law of the rescaled process
Y (Nt)/
√
N converges to the solution of heat equation. On the other hand, we
expect that this is not true for systems exhibiting ballistic transport.
To understand heuristically what is to be expected, it is convenient to introduce
a discrete time Markov chain, Xi, that records the sequence of values assumed by
the continuous time chainK(t) and the holding times τ(Xi), i.e. the time the chain
K(t) remains in the state visited in step number i. Then the process Y (t), at the
time of the n-th jump of K(t), can be written as Sn =
∑n
i=1 τ(Xi)v(Xi). We will
see later that in our case, due to the fact that the transition kernel behaves as k′2
for small k′ with respect to the second argument, the stationary distribution of the
chain Xi is of the form π(dk) = φ(k)dk, where φ(k) ∼ k2 for k << 1. On the other
hand, the distribution of the holding time τ(k) is of the form P(τ(k) > s) ∼ e−sk2.
Hence, in the stationary distribution, we have that
P
(
τ(Xi) > s
) ∼ ∫ π(dk)e−sk2 ∼ s−3/2. (1.2)
Thus, since v is antisymmetric and |v(0)| = 1, we expect τ(Xi)v(Xi) to be in the
domain of attraction of a stable law of index α = 3/2. Then, if the τ(Xi)v(Xi)
were independent random variables, n−1/αSn would converge to the corresponding
stable law and n−1/αS[ns] to a stable Le´vy process.
The corresponding problems of the convergence of dependent random variables
with heavy tail distributions to a stable process has been studied extensively in the
literature. A general, and very efficient, approach is explained e.g. in Durrett and
Resnick [9]: first one uses methods from the theory of extremes of dependent ran-
dom variables to study the convergence of the point process of scaled summands
to a Poisson point process. Then one writes the sum as an integral with respect to
the point process and uses a moment method to show that this integral converges
to the corresponding integral with respect to the Poisson point process, which is a
Le´vy process.
The conditions needed to establish such a result are mainly required to assure the
convergence to the Poisson process. Durrett and Resnick [9] express these in terms
of the asymptotic behaviour of the conditional distribution. Davis [6] considers
stationary processes and the corresponding well known mixing conditions (see
[18]), while in [16] and [8] a non stationary generalisation is done, requiring
some mixing conditions. Further results are to be found in e.g. [7, 14, 15].
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In this paper, we will follow the general strategy outlined above and use a cri-
terion for Poisson convergence that can be found in in [5] and which has the
advantage of being rather easily verified for an ergodic Markov chain. It requires
asymptotic factorisation conditions for probabilities which hold on average. This
will allow us to prove convergence first of the sum n−1/αS[nt] to an 3/2-stable Le´vy
process in the J1-Skorokhod topology. Since Sn = Y (Tn), where Tn =
∑n
i=1 τ(Xi),
and since Y (t) is the piecewise linear interpolation of this function at the random
sequence to times Tn, once we will have shown that T[nt]/n converges to t, we will
obtain that the rescaled process n−1/αY (nt) converges to the same limit process in
the SkorokhodM1-topology, which is the appropriate topology for the convergence
of continuous process to a process with ca`dla`g paths.
Let us note that Jara et al [17] prove similar convergence results for additive
functionals of Markov processes using Martingale and coupling methods and apply
their results to the same model we consider here. Their methods do, however, only
yield convergence of finite dimensional marginals. The methods we use here seem
more straightforward and direct, and give stronger results.
Finally, using convergence of n−1/αY (nt) to an α-stable Le´vy process, α ∈ (1, 2),
one can prove that the rescaled solution of the linear Boltzmann equation (1.1)
converges to the solution of the following fractional diffusion equation
∂tW¯ (t, u) = −(−∂2u)α/2W¯ (t, u).
We refer to [17] for the proof. Convergence of the rescaled solution of a linear
Boltzmann equation to the solution of a fractional diffusion equation was indepen-
dently proved by Mellet et al [22], with purely analytical techniques.
2. THE MODEL
We consider the process (K(t), Y (t)) described by equation (1.1). Denoting by
T the one-dimensional torus, we choose v : T → R and R : T × T → R+ as in [3],
namely
v(k) =
sin(2πk)
| sin(πk)| , (2.1)
R(k, k′) =
4
3
[
2 sin2(2πk) sin2(πk′) + 2 sin2(2πk′) sin2(πk)− sin2(2πk) sin2(2πk′)] .
(2.2)
Observe that the rate kernel R is symmetric, not negative and it is equal to zero
only if k = 0 or k′ = 0. We remark that despite the special case we consider, results
depend essentially on the behaviour of v and R for small k, i.e. for k ≪ 1 |v(k)| ∼ 1
and R(k, k′) ∼ k−2, ∀k′ ∈ T/{0}, and R(k, k′) ∼ k′−2 for k ≪ 1, ∀k ∈ T/{0}. The
jump process K(t) is determined by the generator
Lf(k) =
∫
T
dk′ R(k, k′)[f(k′)− f(k)], ∀f ∈ B(T). (2.3)
The process Y (t) is an additive functional of K(t), defined as Y (t) =
∫ t
0
ds v(K(s)).
Disregarding the time, the stochastic sequence {Xi}i≥0 of states visited by K(t)
is a Markov chain with value in T, with a probability kernel P concentrated on T
given by
P (k, dk′) = φ(k)−1R(k, k′)dk′ (2.4)
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where φ : T→ R+ is given by
φ(k) =
∫
T
dk′ R(k, k′) =
4
3
sin2(πk)(1 + 2 cos2(πk)). (2.5)
We denote with Pm, m ≥ 2, the m-th convolution integral of P . Since the prob-
ability kernel P is regular and strictly positive and defined on a compact set, it
is ergodic, i.e. there exists a strictly positive probability distribution π such that
∀k ∈ T, P n(k, ·) → π(·), weakly, as n ↑ ∞. The stationary measure π is given by
π(dk) = φ(k)dk.
We define two functions of the Markov chain {Xi}i≥0: the clock process, Tn ∈
R+, and the position process, Sn ∈ R, by
Tn =
n−1∑
i=0
ei[φ(Xi)]
−1, (2.6)
and
Sn =
n−1∑
i=0
ei[φ(Xi)]
−1v(Xi). (2.7)
Here {ei}i≥0 are i.i.d. exponential random variables with parameter 1. The clock
process, Tn, is the time of the n-the jump of the processK(t). It is a sum of positive
random variables with finite expectation, as one can easily check using the explicit
form of the probability density (see Eq. (5.2) below). The position process, Sn, is
the value of the position of Y (t) at time Tn, i.e. Sn = Y (Tn). It is a sum of real
variables with zero mean and infinite variance. More precisely, for any i ∈ N, for
large λ
P
[∣∣eiφ(Xi)−1v(Xi)∣∣ > λ] ∼ λ−3/2, (2.8)
Let T−1 denote the right-continuous inverse of Tn, i.e. let
T−1(t) ≡ inf{n : Tn ≥ t}. (2.9)
We can represent the original processes, (K(t), Y (t)), as follows:
K(t) =X[T−1(t)−1]
Y (t) =S[T−1(t)−1] + v(X[T−1(t)−1])(t− T[T−1(t)−1]).
. (2.10)
In particular, Y (t) is the function defined by linear interpolation between its values
Sn at the random points Tn (we take S0 = 0).
3. MAIN RESULTS.
We assume that the initial distribution, µ, of the processX satisfies the condition∫
T
dµ(k)k−2 <∞, (3.1)
which guarantees in particular that Eµ [e0φ(X0)
−1] <∞.
We define the rescaled processes
TN(θ) =
1
N
T⌊Nθ⌋, SN(θ) =
1
N2/3
S⌊Nθ⌋, T
−1
N (θ) =
1
N
T−1(Nθ), (3.2)
where ⌊·⌋ denotes the lower integer part of ·. Since Tn is a sum of positive vari-
ables with finite expectation, we expect that both TN (θ) and T
−1
N (θ) converge in
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probability (and thus in distribution) to θ, in the topology of uniform convergence
on compact intervals. This will be proved in Proposition 8.2.
On the other hand, Sn is a sum of centred random variables whose tail behaviour
is given in (2.8). Thus we expect that the rescaled process SN converges to a stable
process with index 3/2. This is the content of the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let SN be the process defined in (3.2). Then for any 0 < T < ∞, the
process {SN(θ)}0≤θ≤T converges to {V (θ)}0≤θ≤T , where V is a symmetric Le´vy process
stable with index 3/2. Convergence is in distribution on the Skorokhod space of ca`dla`g
functions equipped with the J1 − topology.
Combining this theorem with Proposition 8.2, we will prove that SN ◦ T−1N con-
verges in distribution to V . This will imply our main theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let SN , T
−1
N be the processes defined in (3.2). For every 0 < T < ∞,
the process {SN(T−1N (θ))}0≤θ≤T , converges to {V (θ)}0≤θ≤T , where V is a symmetric
Le´vy process stable with index 3/2. Convergence is in distribution on the Skorokhod
space of ca`dla`g functions equipped with the J1 − topology.
Moreover, for every N ≥ 1 the process YN(t) = 1N2/3
∫ Nt
0
ds v(Ks) is the function
defined by linear interpolation between its values SN(θ) at points TN (θ), with θ ∈
[0, T−1N (T )]. In particular, YN converges to V in distribution in the M1-Skorokhod
topology.
4. SKETCH OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
In this section we present the key steps of the proof of Theorem 1. The technical
details will be given in Sections 5, 6, and 7. As we mentioned in the introduction,
we follow the strategy of considering the sequence of the point processes associated
to SN . At the first step we define this sequence of point processes and we show
that it converge to a Poisson point process. Then we prove that the limit process
for SN exists and it is a Le´vy process stable with index 3/2. Finally, we prove the
tightness for the sequence SN .
4.1. Point processes. Define the real valued random variables
ψn ≡ φ(Xn)−1v(Xn), n ∈ N0. (4.1)
For some fixed c > 0, we decompose SN(θ) into two parts, SN (θ) = S
>
N (θ) +
S<N(θ), where
S>N(θ) = N
−2/3
[Nθ]−1∑
n=0
enψn1{en|ψn|>cN2/3}
S<N(θ) = N
−2/3
[Nθ]−1∑
n=0
enψn1{en|ψn|≤cN2/3}.
(4.2)
We will see later that S<N(θ) vanishes as N →∞ and then c→ 0. More precisely:
Lemma 4.1. Let S<N(θ), θ ∈ [0, T ] be the process defined in (4.2). Then for every
θ ∈ [0, T ]
E
[∣∣S<N(θ)∣∣2] ≤ C0θ√c+ C1θN−1/3, (4.3)
where C0, C1 <∞ are positive constant.
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We will prove this lemma in the next section.
On the other hand, S>N will be connected to two Poisson processes.
We split the sum S>N (θ) into two parts:
S>N(θ) =
1
N2/3
[Nθ]−1∑
n=0
enψn 1{enψn>cN2/3}
+
1
N2/3
[Nθ]−1∑
n=0
enψn 1{enψn<−cN2/3}. (4.4)
Defining the random variables
X+i,N =
eiψi
N2/3
1{ψi≥0}, X
−
i,N =
eiψi
N2/3
1{ψi≤0}, (4.5)
with values in R+, R−, respectively, and the associated point processes R+N and
R−N ,
R+N =
∑
i∈N0
δi/N,X+i,N
, R−N =
∑
i∈N0
δi/N,X−i,N
. (4.6)
we can rewrite S>N(θ) as
S>N(θ) =
∫ θ
0
∫ ∞
c
x R+N (ds, dx) +
∫ θ
0
∫ −c
−∞
x R−N (ds, dx) (4.7)
The following Proposition states that the two point processesR+N andR+N converge
to Poisson point processes.
Proposition 4.2. Let R+N , R−N be the point processes defined in (4.6). Then the point
process R±N converges in distribution to Poisson point processes R± on R+×R+, resp.
R+×R−, with intensity measures dt×dν±(x) ≡ 32a|x|−5/2dx, with a > 0 some explicit
constant.
We will prove this proposition in Section 6.
4.2. Limit process for SN . We define a process V on R+ with values in R by
V (θ) =
∫ θ
0
∫ ∞
0
R+(ds, dx)x+
∫ θ
0
∫ 0
−∞
R−(ds, dx)x, (4.8)
and
V >c (θ) =
∫ θ
0
∫ ∞
c
R+(ds, dx)x+
∫ θ
0
∫ −c
−∞
R−(ds, dx)x, (4.9)
where R+, R− are the Poisson point processes defined in Proposition 4.2.
Proposition 4.3. Let be V , the process defined in (4.8). V is well defined and it is
symmetric a Le´vy process stable of index 3/2, with Laplace functional Ψ(λ) = C0|λ|3/2,
where C0 = a
∫
dy|y|−5/2(1− cos y).
Moreover, Vc → V as c ↓ 0, in the topology of uniform convergence on compact
intervals.
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Proof. We split V (θ) into two parts V (θ) = V >c (θ) + V
<
c (θ). Clearly, the two pro-
cesses, if they exist, are independent. Since, for any compact interval, I, the total
intensity of I × (c,∞) equals∫
I
ds
∫ ∞
c
dν+(x) = |I|ac−3/2 <∞ (4.10)
the process V >c (θ) is a finite sum, almost surely.
Moreover, by direct computation and using the fact that E[V <c (θ)] = 0, we get
E
[|V <c (θ)|2] =
∫ θ
0
ds
∫ c
0
dν+(x)x2 +
∫ θ
0
ds
∫ 0
−c
dν−(x)x2 = 6θac1/2, (4.11)
hence also V <(θ) is almost surely finite, and tends to zero in probability, as c ↓ 0.
Then V (θ) is almost surely finite, and since it is the sum of two independent pro-
cesses which are right-continuous and have independents increments, it satisfies
the hypothesis of a Le´vy process, and it is full characterized by the one-dimensional
distribution. This is uniquely determined by its characteristic exponent Ψ : R → C
defined as
e−tΨ(λ) = E [exp{iλV (θ)}] (4.12)
which by direct computation is given by
Ψ(λ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dν(x)
(
1− eiλx) , (4.13)
with the Le´vy measure ν defined on R \ {0} given by dν(x) = a|x|−5/2dx. For every
λ ∈ R
Ψ(λ) = |λ|3/2a
∫
R
dy |y|−5/2(1− cos y) = C0|λ|3/2, (4.14)
which is the characteristic exponent of a symmetric Le´vy process stable with index
3/2. 
Proposition 4.3 together with Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 implies conver-
gence of the finite dimensional distributions of SN to V . Since V has stationary
and independent increments, it is in fact enough to prove the convergence of the
one-dimensional distributions.
Corollary 4.4. For any θ ∈ R+,
SN (θ)→ V (θ), (4.15)
in distribution.
Proof. From the representation (4.6) and Proposition 4.2, and since the intensity
of [0, θ]× (c,∞) is finite, it follows readily that
S>N(θ) → Vc(θ), as N ↑ ∞, (4.16)
in distribution. Moreover, Vc(θ) → V (θ), as c ↓ 0, and
lim
c↓0
lim sup
N↑∞
|S<N(θ)| = 0, (4.17)
in probability, by Lemma 4.1. This implies the assertion of the corollary. 
To conclude the proof of Theorem 1, we need to complement this corollary with
the proof of tightness of the sequence SN . This will be postponed to Section 6.
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5. MOMENT ESTIMATIONS.
In this section we collect and prove some useful moment estimates.
We start with some preliminary results on the transition probability density for
the Markov chain {Xn}. They are given by
p(k, k′) = φ(k)−1R(k, k′) (5.1)
= 8
cos2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
sin4(πk′) + 8
sin2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
sin2(πk′) cos2(πk′).
We denote by pm(k, k′) the m-step transition densities, i.e.
p2(k, k′) = p(k, ·) ◦ p(·, k′) ≡
∫
T
dk1 p(k, k1)p(k1, k
′)
and in the same way, for every m ≥ 1
pm+1(k, k′) = pm(k, ·) ◦ p(·, k′) = p(k, ·) ◦ pm(·, k′).
Observe that Pm(k, dk′) = pm(k, k′)dk′, where Pm is the m-th convolution integral
of the probability kernel P .
In the next proposition we give an explicit formula for pm.
Proposition 5.1. For every m ≥ 1, pm(k, k′) has the following form
pm(k, k′) =8
cos2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
[
am sin
4(πk′) + bm sin
2(πk′) cos2(πk′)
]
+8
sin2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
[
cm sin
4(πk′) + dm sin
2(πk′) cos2(πk′)
] (5.2)
where {
a1 = d1 = 1, b1 = c1 = 0, m = 1
0 < am, bm, cm, dm < 1, m ≥ 2 (5.3)
Proof. By direct computation,
p2(k, k′) =8
cos2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
[
a2 sin
4(πk′) + b2 sin
2(πk′) cos2(πk′)
]
+8
sin2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
[
c2 sin
4(πk′) + d2 sin
2(πk′) cos2(πk′)
] (5.4)
with a2, b2, c2, d2 positive, a2 = d2. In the same way for m ≥ 2 we find expression
(5.2), where the coefficients am, bm, cm, dm are given by the following recursive
formula (
am+1 bm+1
cm+1 dm+1
)
=
(
a2 b2
c2 d2
)(
am bm
cm dm
)
, m ≥ 2 (5.5)
In particular am, bm, cm, dm are positive for every m ≥ 2 . Moreover, by condition∫
T
dk′ pm(k, k′) = 1, ∀m ≥ 1, we get the relations
3am + bm = 3, 3cm + dm = 1
which says that the coefficients are uniformly bounded, i.e. am, bm, cm, dm < 1 for
every m ≥ 1. 
We now give the proof of Lemma 4.1.
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Proof. (Lemma 4.1). Let us write
E
[∣∣S<N(θ)∣∣2] = N−4/3
⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
n=0
E
[∣∣enψn∣∣21{en|ψn|≤cN2/3}]
+ 2N−4/3
⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
n=1
∑
0≤m<n
E
[
enψnemψm1{en|ψn|≤cN2/3}1{em|ψm|≤cN2/3}
]
.
(5.6)
Let us focus on the first sum on the right hand side. For every n ≥ 1 we have
E
[∣∣enψn∣∣21{en|ψn|≤cN2/3}]
=
∫ ∞
0
dz e−zz2
∫
T
dµ(k0)
∫
T
dk pn(k0, k)|ψ(k)|21{z|ψ(k)|≤cN2/3},
(5.7)
where
|ψ(k)| = |φ(k)−1v(k)| = 3| cos(πk)|
2 sin2(πk)(1 + 2 cos2(πk))
. (5.8)
Using the explicit form of pn given in (5.2), an elementary computation reveals
that
E
[∣∣enψn∣∣21{en|ψn|≤cN2/3}] ≤ C0√cN1/3 + C1, (5.9)
with C0, C1 <∞ are positive constants. Thus
N−4/3
⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
n=0
E
[∣∣enψn∣∣21{en|ψn|≤cN2/3}] ≤ C0θ√c+ C1θN−1/3. (5.10)
The second sum on the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.6) is in fact equal to zero. Namely, for all
n > m ≥ 1 we have
E
[
enψnemψm1{en|ψn|≤cN2/3}1{em|ψm|≤cN2/3}
]
(5.11)
=
∫ ∞
0
dz ze−z
∫ ∞
0
du ue−u
∫
T
dµ(k0)
∫
T
dk pm(k0, k)ψ(k)1{|ψ(k)|≤cN2/3z−1}
×
∫
T
dk p(n−m)(k, k′)ψ(k′)1{|ψ(k′)|≤cN2/3u−1} = 0,
since ψ(k) = −ψ(−k) and pℓ(k, k′) = pℓ(k,−k′) ∀k, k′ ∈ T, ∀ℓ ≥ 1. This concludes
the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
The following related lemma will be needed in Section 8.
Lemma 5.2. There exists C <∞, such that for n ≥ 1
E
[
en|ψn|1{ei|ψn|>N2/3}
] ≤ CN−1/3. (5.12)
Proof. For every n ≥ 1 we have
E
[
en|ψn|1{en|ψn|>N2/3}
]
=
∫ ∞
0
dz ze−z
∫
T
dµ(k0)
∫
T
dk pn(k0, k)
∣∣ψ(k)∣∣1{z|ψ(k)|>N2/3},
(5.13)
and using the explicit formula (5.2) for pn one easily finds that this expression is
bounded by CN−1/3, with C <∞. 
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Lemma 5.3. Let S˜<N(θ), θ ∈ [0, T ], be the process defined in (7.12). Then for every
0 ≤ r ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T
E
[
|S˜<N(s)− S˜<N(r)|2|S˜<N(t)− S˜<N(s)|2
]
≤ A0(t− r)2, (5.14)
for some constant A0 <∞.
Proof. For every 0 ≤ r < s < t ≤ T we have:
|S˜<N(s)− S˜<N(r)|2|S˜<N(t)− S˜<N(s)|2 (5.15)
=
1
N8/3
⌊Ns⌋−1∑
i=⌊Nr⌋
⌊Ns⌋−1∑
j=⌊Nr⌋
eiψi1{ei|ψi|≤N2/3}ejψj1{ej |ψj |≤N2/3}
×
⌊Nt⌋−1∑
h=⌊Ns⌋
⌊Nt⌋−1∑
l=⌊Ns⌋
ehψh1{eh|ψh|≤N2/3}elψl1{el|ψl|≤N2/3}.
By (5.11), the only terms with non-vanishing expectation are
1
N8/3
⌊Ns⌋−1∑
i=⌊Nr⌋
∣∣eiψi∣∣21{ei|ψi|≤N2/3}
⌊Nt⌋−1∑
h=⌊Ns⌋
∣∣ehψh∣∣21{eh|ψh|≤N2/3}. (5.16)
For every h > i we have
E
[∣∣eiψi∣∣21{ei|ψi|≤N2/3}∣∣ehψh∣∣21{eh|ψh|≤N2/3}] (5.17)
=
∫ ∞
0
dz z2e−z
∫ ∞
0
du u2e−u
∫
T
dµ(k0)
×
∫
T
dk pi(k0, k)|ψ(k)|21{z|ψ(k)|≤N2/3}
∫
T
dk′ p(h−i)(k, k′)|ψ(k′)|21{u|ψ(k′)|≤N2/3}.
Using (5.2), we find that for all k ∈ T,∫
T
dk′ p(h−i)(k, k′)|ψ(k′)|21{u|ψ(k′)|≤N2/3} (5.18)
≤ 1√
u
N1/3B
(
cos2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
+
sin2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
)
,
where B is a finite constant. Thus, ∀k0 ∈ T∫
T
dk pi(k0, k)|ψ(k)|21{z|ψ(k)|≤N2/3}
∫
T
dk′ p(h−i)(k, k′)|ψ(k′)|21{u|ψ(k′)|≤N2/3}
≤ 1√
z
1√
u
N2/3B1
(
cos2(πk0)
1 + 2 cos2(πk0)
sin2(πk0)
1 + 2 cos2(πk0)
)
,
(5.19)
with B1 <∞. Finally we get
E
[
|S˜<N(s)− S˜<N(r)|2|S˜<N(t)− S˜<N(s)|2
]
≤ 1
N8/3
⌊Ns⌋−1∑
i=⌊Nr⌋
⌊Nt⌋−1∑
h=⌊Ns⌋
A0 N
2/3
≤ A0(t− r)2, (5.20)
which is the assertion of the lemma. 
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6. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.2
This section is devoted to verify conditions of the Theorem 2.1 in [5], which
guarantees the convergence of the point processes defined in (4.6) to Poisson point
processes. We recall the statement of Theorem 2.1 of [5].
Theorem 6.1. [[5]] Denote by
∑
αN (ℓ)
the sum over all the ordered sequences of
different indices (i1, .., iℓ) with values in {1, .., N}. Let be {Z+i,N} (resp. {Z−i,N}),
N ≥ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , an array of random variables with values in R+ (resp. in R−).
Assume that for every ℓ > 0 and all sets of positive constants (τ1, .., τℓ)∑
αN (ℓ)
P
[|Z±i1,N | > τ1, ..., |Z±iℓ,N | > τℓ)]→ aℓ 1
τ
3/2
1
...
1
τ
3/2
ℓ
, as N →∞, (6.1)
for some a > 0. Then the point process
∑N−1
i=0 δi/N,Z±i,N
converges in distribution to a
Poisson point process R± on [0, T ] × R± with intensity measure dt × dν±(x), where
dν±(x) = 3
2
a|x|−5/2dx.
Our goal is to verify these conditions for the random variables {X+i,N}, {X−i,N}
defined in (4.5). In order to do so, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2. For every ℓ > 0, for every sequence of different indices, i1, .., iℓ ∈
{1, .., N}, and all sets of positive constants, (τ1, .., τℓ), the following statements hold:
(i) if (ij+1 − ij) ≥ 2 for every j = 1, .., ℓ− 1, then
lim
N→∞
N ℓτ
3/2
1 ...τ
3/2
ℓ P
[
e1
∣∣ψi1∣∣ > N2/3τ1, ..., eℓ∣∣ψiℓ∣∣ > N2/3τℓ] = C˜ℓ, (6.2)
with C˜ℓ > 0.
(ii) If (ij+1 − ij) = 1 for some j = 1, .., ℓ− 1, then
lim
N→∞
N ℓτ
3/2
1 ...τ
3/2
ℓ P
[
e1
∣∣ψi1∣∣ > N2/3τ1, ..., eℓ∣∣ψiℓ∣∣ > N2/3τℓ] = 0. (6.3)
Proof. Let us consider∫ ∞
0
dz e−z
∫
T
dk1 p
m(k, k′)1{|ψ(k′)|>N2/3τz−1}, (6.4)
with m ≥ 1. Using (5.2) and the explicit expression for ψ (5.8), one easily finds
that for m ≥ 2 this quantity is bounded by
C1
[
cos2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
+
sin2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
]
1
N
1
τ 3/2
(6.5)
with C1 <∞. On the other hand, for m = 1, we get∫ ∞
0
dz e−z
∫
T
dk′ p(k, k′)1{|ψ(k′)|>N2/3τz−1}
≤ C0
[
cos2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
+
sin2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
]
1
N5/3
1
τ 5/2
,
(6.6)
with C0 <∞.
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Next we consider∫ ∞
0
du e−u
∫
T
dk1 p
n(k, k1)1{|ψ(k1)|>N2/3τ1u−1}
∫ ∞
0
dz e−z
×
∫
T
dk′ pm(k1, k
′)1{|ψ(k′)|>N2/3τ2z−1}.
(6.7)
By (6.5), (6.6) we find that for n,m ≥ 2∫ ∞
0
du e−u
∫
T
dk1 p
n(k, k1)1{|ψ(k1)|>N2/3τ1u−1}
∫ ∞
0
dz e−z
×
∫
T
dk′ pm(k1, k
′)1{|ψ(k′)|>N2/3τ2z−1}
≤ C2
[
cos2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
+
sin2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
]
1
N2
1
τ
3/2
1
1
τ
3/2
2
,
(6.8)
with C2 > 0, while ifm = 1 and/or n = 1, then (6.7) is of orderN
−8/3. By repeating
this procedure, one finds that for every n1, .., nℓ ≥ 2 the following inequality holds:∫ ∞
0
dz1 e
−z1
∫
T
dk1 p
n1(k, k1)1{|ψ(k1)|>N2/3τ1z−11 }
∫ ∞
0
dz2 e
−z2
×
∫
T
dk2 p
n2(k1, k2)1{|ψ(k2)|>N2/3τ2z−12 }
∫ ∞
0
dz3e
−z3
∫
T
....
∫ ∞
0
dzℓe
−zℓ
×
∫
T
dkℓ p
nℓ(kℓ−1, kℓ)1{|ψ(kℓ)|>N2/3τℓz−1ℓ }
≤ 1
N ℓ
Cℓ
1
τ
3/2
1
...
1
τ
3/2
ℓ
[
cos2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
+
sin2(πk)
1 + 2 cos2(πk)
]
.
(6.9)
where Cℓ are finite constants for n1, .., nℓ ≥ 2. If ni = 1 for some i, then the l. h. s.
of (6.9) is of order o(N−ℓ).
Assume without loss of generality, i1 < i2 < .. < iℓ.h Then
N ℓ P
[
e1|ψi1| > N2/3τ1, ..., el|ψiℓ| > N2/3τℓ
]
= N ℓ
∫
T
dµ(k0)
∫ ∞
0
dz1 e
−z1
∫
T
dk1 p
i1(k0, k1)1{|ψ(k1)|>N2/3τ1z−11 }
×
∫ ∞
0
dz2 e
−z2
∫
T
dk2 p
i2−i1(k1, k2)1{|ψ(k2)|>N2/3τ2z−12 }
∫ ∞
0
dz3e
−z3
×
∫
T
...
∫ ∞
0
dzℓe
−zℓ
∫
T
dkℓ p
iℓ−iℓ−1(kℓ−1, kℓ)1{|ψ(kℓ)|>N2/3τℓz−1ℓ }
.
(6.10)
The proof of the lemma is now just an application of (6.9). 
Recalling the definition of X+i,N , X
−
i,N given in (4.5), by the symmetry of the
probability density we have
P
[∣∣X+i1,N ∣∣ > τ1, ..., ∣∣X+iℓ,N ∣∣ > τℓ] = P [∣∣X−i1,N ∣∣ > τ1, ..., ∣∣X−iℓ,N ∣∣ > τℓ]
= P
[
e1
∣∣ψi1∣∣ > N2/3τ1, ..., el∣∣ψiℓ∣∣ > N2/3τℓ] . (6.11)
Let us denote by
∑
βN (ℓ)
the sum over all not ordered sequences of different indices
[i1, .., iℓ] with values in {1, .., N}. Then
∑
αN (ℓ)
= ℓ!
∑
βN (ℓ)
.
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We choose i1 < i2 < ... < iℓ and by denoting with m1 = i1, mj = ij − ij−1,
∀j = 2, .., ℓ, we get
∑
αN (ℓ)
P
[
e1
∣∣ψi1∣∣ > N2/3τ1, ..., el∣∣ψiℓ∣∣ > N2/3τℓ]
= ℓ!
N∑
m1,..,mℓ=1
m1+..+mℓ≤N
P
[
e1
∣∣ψm1 | > N2/3τ1, ..., el∣∣ψ(m1+...+mℓ)∣∣ > N2/3τℓ] . (6.12)
Fixed M ≪ N , we split the sum on m1 into two parts:
N∑
m1,..,mℓ=1
m1+..+mℓ≤N
P
[
e1
∣∣ψm1 | > N2/3τ1, ..., el∣∣ψ(m1+...+mℓ)∣∣ > N2/3τℓ]
=
M∑
m1=1
N∑
m2,..,mℓ=1
m1+..+mℓ≤N
P
[
e1
∣∣ψm1∣∣ > N2/3τ1, ..., el∣∣ψ(m1+...+mℓ)∣∣ > N2/3τℓ]
+
N−ℓ+1∑
m1=M+1
N∑
m2,..,mℓ=1
m1+..+mℓ≤N
P
[
e1
∣∣ψm1∣∣ > N2/3τ1, ..., el∣∣ψ(m1+...+mℓ)∣∣ > N2/3τℓ]
(6.13)
Using Lemma 6.2, we find that the first sum on the r. h. s. of (6.13) is bounded by
C˜ℓτ
−3/2
1 ...τ
−3/2
ℓ M/N , with C˜ℓ > 0. Let us consider the second sum on the r. h. s. of
(6.13). We split the sum on m2 into two parts and we get
N−ℓ+1∑
m1=M+1
N∑
m2,..,mℓ=1
m1+..+mℓ≤N
P
[
e1
∣∣ψm1∣∣ > N2/3τ1, ..., el∣∣ψ(m1+...+mℓ)∣∣ > N2/3τℓ] (6.14)
=
N−ℓ+1∑
m1=M+1
N−ℓ+1∑
m2=M+1
N∑
m3,..,mℓ=1
m1+..+mℓ≤N
P
[
e1
∣∣ψm1∣∣ > N2/3τ1, ..., el∣∣ψ(m1+...+mℓ)∣∣ > N2/3τℓ]
+O(M/N).
By repeating this procedure for all the sums, finally we get
N∑
m1,..,mℓ=1
m1+..+mℓ≤N
P
[
e1
∣∣ψm1 | > N2/3τ1, ..., el∣∣ψ(m1+...+mℓ)∣∣ > N2/3τℓ] (6.15)
=
N∑
m1,..,mℓ=M+1
m1+..+mℓ≤N
P
[
e1
∣∣ψm1∣∣ > N2/3τ1, ..., el∣∣ψ(m1+...+mℓ)∣∣ > N2/3τℓ]+O(M/N).
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Now we show that in the last expression we can replace the probability P with
the invariant measure π. We have
N∑
m1,..,mℓ=M+1
m1+..+mℓ≤N
P
[
e1
∣∣ψm1∣∣ > N2/3τ1, ..., el∣∣ψ(m1+...+mℓ)∣∣ > N2/3τℓ]
=
N∑
m1,..,mℓ=M+1
m1+..+mℓ≤N
∫
T
dµ(k0)
∫ ∞
0
dz1
∫
T
dk1 p
m1(k0, k1)1{|ψ(k1)|>N2/3τ1z−11 }
×
∫
T
...
∫ ∞
0
dzℓ
∫
T
dkℓ φ(kℓ)1{|ψ(kℓ)|>N2/3τℓz−1ℓ }
+
N∑
m1,..,mℓ=M+1
m1+..+mℓ≤N
∫
T
dµ(k0)
∫ ∞
0
dz1
∫
T
dk1 p
m1(k0, k1)1{|ψ(k1)|>N2/3τ1z−11 }
×
∫
T
...
∫ ∞
0
dzℓ
∫
T
dkℓ [p
mℓ(kℓ−1, kℓ)− φ(kℓ)]1{|ψ(kℓ)|>N2/3τℓz−1ℓ }.
(6.16)
Let us consider the second sum on the r.h.s. of (6.16). We have∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞
0
dzℓ
∫
T
dkℓ [p
mℓ(kℓ−1, kℓ)− φ(kℓ)]1{|ψ(kℓ)|>N2/3τℓz−1ℓ }
∣∣∣∣ (6.17)
≤ sup
k,k′∈T
{
φ(k′)−1
∣∣pmℓ(k, k′)− φ(k′)∣∣} ∫ ∞
0
dzℓ
∫
T
dkℓ φ(kℓ)1{|ψ(kℓ)|>N2/3τℓz−1ℓ }
,
which is finite since pm(k, k′)φ(k′)−1 ∈ C∞(T × T) for all m ≥ 1. Moreover, since
by direct computation∫ ∞
0
dz
∫
T
dk φ(k)1{|ψ(k)|>N2/3τz−1} ≤ C0
1
N
1
τ 3/2
,
with C0 > 0, using Lemma 6.2, we find that the second sum in (6.16) is bounded,
for N large enough, by
(N − ℓ−M)ℓ
N ℓ
Cℓ
1
τ
3/2
1
...
1
τ
3/2
ℓ
sup
m≥M+1
sup
k,k′∈T
{
φ(k′)−1
∣∣pm(k, k′)− φ(k′)∣∣}
≤ C˜ℓ 1
τ
3/2
1
...
1
τ
3/2
ℓ
sup
m≥M+1
sup
k,k′∈T
{
φ(k′)−1
∣∣pm(k, k′)− φ(k′)∣∣} . (6.18)
Now we consider the first sum of (6.16). By repeating this procedure ℓ-times, we
can replace the transition probability densities pmi (k, k
′), i = 1, .., ℓ − 1, with the
invariant density φ(k′). This gives an error EN(ℓ,M, τ1, .., τℓ), which satisfies the
inequality∣∣EN(ℓ,M, τ1, .., τℓ)∣∣ ≤ Cℓ 1
τ
3/2
1
...
1
τ
3/2
ℓ
sup
m≥M+1
sup
k,k′∈T
{
φ(k′)−1
∣∣pm(k, k′)− φ(k′)∣∣} .
(6.19)
By ergodicity, for every ℓ ≥ 1 and all sets of constants τi > 0, i = 1, .., ℓ
lim
M→∞
∣∣EN(ℓ,M, τ1, .., τℓ)∣∣ = 0, ∀N ∈ N. (6.20)
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Then, for N large enough,
N∑
m1,..,mℓ=1
m1+..+mℓ≤N
P
[
e1
∣∣ψm1∣∣ > N2/3τ1, ..., el∣∣ψ(m1+...+mℓ)∣∣ > N2/3τℓ] (6.21)
=
N∑
m1,..,mℓ=M+1
m1+..+mℓ≤N
Πℓi=1
(∫ ∞
0
dz
∫
T
dk φ(k)1{|ψ(k)|>N2/3τiz−1}
)
+EN(ℓ,M, τ1, .., τℓ) +O(M/N)
=
N∑
m1,..,mℓ=M+1
m1+..+mℓ≤N
[
aℓ
N ℓ
1
τ
3/2
1
...
1
τ
3/2
ℓ
+O(N−5/3)
]
+ EN(ℓ,M, τ1, .., τℓ) +O(M/N).
We take the limit N,M →∞ withM/N → 0. The proof of the proposition follows
by (6.20) and by relation
lim
N→∞
N∑
m1,..,mℓ=1
m1+..+mℓ≤N
N−ℓ = 1/ℓ!
7. TIGHTNESS.
In this section we conclude the proof of Theorem 3.1 by proving tightness of
the sequence SN . This is relatively easy due to the strong convergence properties
stemming from the weak convergence of the point processes RN .
As criterion for tightness in the J1 topology we use slight variant of Theorem
13.2 (with condition 13.5 replaced by 13.8) from [4].
We define the modulo of continuity on D
wf(δ) = sup{(|f(t)− f(t1)| ∧ |f(t2)− f(t)|) : t1 ≤ t ≤ t2, t2 − t1 ≤ δ}. (7.1)
The sequence {Pn} of probability measures on (D,D) is tight in the J1-topology if
and only if
(i) For each positive ǫ there exist τ such that
Pn[f : ‖f‖∞ > τ ] ≤ ǫ, n ≥ 1. (7.2)
(ii) For each ǫ > 0 and η > 0, there exist δ > 0, and a integer n0 such that
∀n ≥ n0
Pn[f : wf(δ) ≥ η] ≤ ǫ, n ≥ n0, (7.3)
and
Pn[f : wf(δ) ≥ η] ≤ ǫ, (7.4)
Pn[f : |f(δ)− f(0)| ≥ η] ≤ ǫ, (7.5)
Pn[f : |f(T )− f(T − δ)| ≥ η] ≤ ǫ. (7.6)
In order to verify these conditions, we start with some definitions and prelimi-
nary results. For every 0 ≤ r ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T , let us denote by
mrst = min
(∣∣SN (s)− SN(r)∣∣, ∣∣SN(t)− SN(s)∣∣) (7.7)
and
LT = sup
0≤r≤s≤t≤T
mrst (7.8)
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The following inequalities holds (see [4], (10.4), (10.6)):
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
|SN(θ)| ≤ LT + |SN(T )|, (7.9)
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
|SN(θ)| ≤ 3LT + max
0≤i≤[NT ]−1
N−2/3ei|ψi|. (7.10)
Fix N ≥ 1. We have
P
[
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
SN(θ) > τ
]
≤ P
[
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
S˜<N(θ) > τ/2
]
+ P
[
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
S˜>N(θ) > τ/2
]
, (7.11)
where
S˜<N(θ) =
1
N2/3
[Nθ]−1∑
i=0
eiψi1{ei|ψi|<N2/3}
S˜>N(θ) =
1
N2/3
[Nθ]−1∑
i=0
eiψi1{ei|ψi|>N2/3}.
(7.12)
Let us consider inequality (7.9) with S˜N replaced by S˜
<
N . We have
P
[
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
S˜<N(θ) > τ/2
]
≤ P [L<T > τ/4] + P
[∣∣S˜<N(T )∣∣ > τ/4] . (7.13)
By direct computation, for all 0 ≤ r ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T we have by Lemma 5.3
P [m<rst ≥ τ/4] ≤ P
[∣∣S˜<N (s)− S˜<N(r)∣∣∣∣S˜<N (t)− S˜<N (s)∣∣ ≥ τ 2/16]
≤
(
16
τ 2
)2
E
[∣∣S˜<N(s)− S˜<N(r)∣∣2∣∣S˜<N(t)− S˜<N (s)∣∣2] ≤ Aτ 4 (t− r)2.
(7.14)
Then we can use Theorem 10.3 of [4] to get
P [L<T ≥ τ/4] ≤
B
τ 4
T 2, (7.15)
where B is a constant. Moreover, by inequality (4.3) with c = 1, θ = T we get
P
[∣∣S˜<N(T )∣∣ ≥ τ/4] ≤ 16τ 2E
[∣∣S˜<N(T )∣∣2] ≤ Dτ 2T , (7.16)
with some constant D. Finally by (7.13), (7.15) and (7.16), we get that for every
N ≥ 1
P
[
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
S˜<N(θ) ≥ τ/2
]
≤ B
τ 4
T 2 + D
τ 2
T . (7.17)
In order to estimate P
[
supθ∈[0,T ] S˜
>
N(θ) > τ/2
]
, we observe that
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
S˜>N(θ) ≤
1
N2/3
[NT ]−1∑
i=0
ei|ψi|1{ei|ψi|>N2/3}.
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Then by a straightforward computation (see Lemma 5.2)
P
[
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
S˜>N (θ) > τ/2
]
≤ 2
τ
1
N2/3
[NT ]−1∑
i=0
E
[
ei|ψi|1{ei|ψi|>N2/3}
]
≤ 2
τ
1
N2/3
NT K0
N1/3
= 2K0T 1
τ
,
(7.18)
with constants K0 . This inequality with (7.11) and (7.17) prove (7.2).
Now we prove (7.4). Again, for each η > 0
P
[
wS˜N (δ) ≥ η
] ≤ P [wS˜<N (δ) ≥ η/2
]
+ P
[
wS˜>N
(δ) ≥ η/2
]
. (7.19)
To estimate P
[
wS˜<N
(δ) ≥ η/2
]
, we divide [0, T ] in intervals of length δ > 0. If
wS˜<N
(δ) ≥ η/2, then exists k, 1 ≤ k < T /δ, such that
sup
{
min
(∣∣S˜<N(s)− S˜<N(r)∣∣, ∣∣S˜<N(t)− S˜<N(s)∣∣) , (k − 1)δ ≤ r ≤ s ≤ t ≤ (k + 1)δ}
≥ η/2.
Observe that
min
(∣∣S˜<N(s)− S˜<N(r)∣∣, ∣∣S˜<N(t)− S˜<N(s)∣∣) = m<rst.
Thus, by (7.14),
P [m<rst ≥ η/2] ≤ A
1
η4
(t− r)2, (k − 1)δ ≤ r ≤ t ≤ (k + 1)δ. (7.20)
Hence
P [sup {m<rst : (k − 1)δ ≤ r ≤ s ≤ t ≤ (k + 1)δ} ≥ η/2] ≤
C0
η4
δ2, (7.21)
with some constant C0 (see Theorem 10.3 in [4]). Using this result we get
P
[
wS˜<N
(δ) ≥ η/2
]
≤
[T /δ]∑
k=1
P [sup {m<rst : (k − 1)δ ≤ r ≤ s ≤ t ≤ (k + 1)δ} ≥ η/2]
≤ C1
η4
T δ
(7.22)
with some constant C1.
Now let us consider the quantity
m>rst = min
(∣∣S˜>N (s)− S˜>N(r)∣∣, ∣∣S˜>N(t)− S˜>N(s)∣∣)
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for 0 ≤ r ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T , with t− r < δ. If m>rst > 0, then ei|ψi| > N2/3, ej|ψj | > N2/3
for some [rN ] ≤ i ≤ [sN ]− 1, [sN ] ≤ j ≤ [tN ]− 1. We get
P
[
wS˜>N
(δ) ≥ η/2
]
≤ P [∃ i, j < NT , |i− j| ≤ 2δN : ei|ψi| > N2/3, ej |ψj| > N2/3]
≤
[NT ]−1∑
i=0
i+[2Nδ]∑
j=i+1
P
[
ei|ψi| > N2/3, ej |ψj| > N2/3
]
≤ CT δ
(7.23)
where the last inequality follows by Lemma 6.2. Equation (7.23) together with
(7.22) proves (7.4).
The proofs of equations (7.5),(7.6) are easier. We give only the proof of (7.6),
since the other is similar. We have
P
[∣∣SN(T )− SN(T − δ)∣∣ ≥ η]
≤ P
[∣∣S˜<N(T )− S˜<N(T − δ)∣∣ ≥ η/2]+ P [∣∣S˜>N(T )− S˜>N(T − δ)∣∣ ≥ η/2] , (7.24)
where, using a second moment estimate (essentially the same proof of Lemma
4.1), we get
P
[∣∣S˜<N(T )− S˜<N (T − δ)∣∣ ≥ η/2]
= P


∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
N2/3
⌊NT ⌋−1∑
n=⌊N(T −δ)⌋
enψn1{|enψn|≤N2/3}
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ η/2


≤ 4
η2
1
N4/3
E


∣∣∣∣∣∣
⌊NT ⌋−1∑
n=⌊N(T −δ)⌋
enψn1{|enψn|N2/3}
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

≤ C
η2
δ.
(7.25)
Moreover,
P
[∣∣S˜>N(T )− S˜>N(T − δ)∣∣ ≥ η/2]
≤ P

 1
N2/3
⌊NT ⌋−1∑
n=⌊N(T −δ)⌋
|enψn| 1{|enψn|>N2/3} ≥ η/2


≤ 2
η
1
N2/3
⌊NT ⌋−1∑
n=⌊N(T −δ)⌋
E
[|enψn| 1{|enψn|>N2/3}]
≤ K
η
δ,
(7.26)
and this together with (7.25) proves (7.5).
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8. PROOF THEOREM 3.2
Let us consider the two rescaled processes TN , T
−1
N defined in (3.2). We want to
prove the convergence in probability of both processes to the function θ. We start
with the following Lemma.
Lemma 8.1. Let TN be the process defined in (3.2). Then ∀ε > 0
lim
N→∞
P
[∣∣TN(θ)− θ∣∣ > ε] = 0, ∀θ ∈ [0, T ]. (8.1)
Proof. Le us denote by Eπ the expectation value with respect to the invariant mea-
sure π. Since Eπ [eiφ(Xi)
−1] = 1, ∀i = 0, 1, ..., then
P
[∣∣TN (θ)− θ∣∣ > ε] ≤ P

 1
N
∣∣∣ ⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
i=0
(
eiφ(Xi)
−1 − Eπ
[
eiφ(Xi)
−1
]) ∣∣∣ > ε− 1
N

 .
We denote by ε′ = ε−N−1, which is positive for N large enough. Let us introduce
the following notations:
τ<i ≡ eiφ(Xi)−11{eiφ(Xi)−1≤N2/3}, τ>i ≡ eiφ(Xi)−11{eiφ(Xi)−1>N2/3}, (8.2)
∀i = 0, 1, .... We have
P

 1
N
∣∣∣ ⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
i=0
(
eiφ(Xi)
−1 − Eπ
[
eiφ(Xi)
−1
]) ∣∣∣ > ε′


≤ P

 1
N
∣∣∣ ⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
i=0
(τ<i − 1)
∣∣∣ > ε′
2

+ P

 1
N
⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
i=0
τ>i >
ε′
2

 .
(8.3)
By a first moment estimation (see Lemma 5.2), we get
E
[
N−1
⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
i=0
τ>i
]
≤ A0T 1
N1/3
,
with A0 < ∞, thus we can neglect the second term on the r.h.s. of (8.3). For the
first term we have
P

 1
N
∣∣∣ ⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
i=0
(τ<i − 1)
∣∣∣ > ε′
2


≤ 4
ε2
1
N2
⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
i=0
E
[
(τ<i − 1)2
]
+
4
ε2
1
N2
⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
i,j=0, i 6=j
E
[
τ<i τ
<
j − Eπ [τ<i ]Eπ
[
τ<j
]]
+O(N−1/3),
(8.4)
where, using a second moment estimate (see for example (5.10)),
4
ε2
1
N2
⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
i=0
E
[
(τ<i − 1)2
]
≤ 1
ε2
B0T 1
N2/3
. (8.5)
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Let us consider the second sum in (8.4). For fixed 1 < M < N , we split it into
three parts:
⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
i,j=0, i 6=j
E
[
τ<i τ
<
j − Eπ [τ<i ]Eπ
[
τ<j
]]
=
⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
i,j=0
1≤|j−i|≤M
E
[
τ<i τ
<
j − Eπ [τ<i ]Eπ
[
τ<j
]]
+
M−1∑
i=0
⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
j=0
|j−i|>M
E
[
τ<i τ
<
j − Eπ [τ<i ]Eπ
[
τ<j
]]
+
⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
i=M
⌊Nθ⌋−1∑
j=0
|j−i|>M
E
[
τ<i τ
<
j − Eπ [τ<i ]Eπ
[
τ<j
]]
.
(8.6)
For every i,m ≥ 1, we have
E
[
τ<i τ
<
i+m
]
=
∫ ∞
0
dz ze−z
∫ ∞
0
du ue−u
∫
T
dµ(k0)
∫
T
dk pi(k0, k)φ(k)
−1
1{zφ(k)−1<N2/3}
×
∫
T
dk′ pm(k, k′)φ(k′)−11{zφ(k′)−1<N2/3}.
Using (5.2) one finds that E
[
τ<i τ
<
i+m
] ∼ O(1), thus the first and the second sum in
(8.6) are O(M/N). Moreover since π(dk) = φ(k)dk, one get
E
[
τ<i τ
<
i+m
]
= Eπ
[
τ<i τ
<
i+m
]
+
∫ ∞
0
dz e−zz
∫
T
dµ(k0)
∫
T
dk pi(k0, k)φ(k)
−1
1{zφ(k)−1<N2/3}
×
∫ ∞
0
du e−uu
∫
T
dk′ (pm(k, k′)− φ(k′))φ(k′)−11{uφ(k′)−1<N2/3}
+
∫ ∞
0
dz e−zz
∫
T
dµ(k0)
∫
T
dk
(
pi(k0, k)− φ(k)
)
φ(k)−11{zφ(k)−1<N2/3}Eπ
[
τ<i+m
]
,
and then ∀i,m ≥ 1∣∣∣E [τ<i τ<i+m]− Eπ [τ<i ]Eπ [τ<i+m] ∣∣∣ ≤ C
∫
T
dkmax
i>M
sup
k0∈T
{
φ(k)−1
∣∣pi(k0, k)− φ(k)∣∣} .
Thus the third sum in (8.6) is bounded by
ε−2T 2C
∫
T
dkmax
i>M
sup
k0∈T
{
φ(k)−1
∣∣pi(k0, k)− φ(k)∣∣} ,
which, by ergodicity, goes to zero for M → ∞. We prove the Lemma choosing
N,M →∞, with M/N → 0. 
Now we prove that the processes TN(θ), T
−1
N (θ) converge in probability (and thus
in distribution) to the function θ.
Proposition 8.2. Let TN , T
−1
N be the processes defined in (3.2). Then ∀ǫ > 0, ∀δ > 0
∃N0 such that ∀N ≥ N0
P
[
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
{∣∣TN(θ)− θ∣∣} > ǫ
]
< δ, (8.7)
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and
P
[
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
{∣∣T−1N (θ)− θ∣∣} > ǫ
]
< δ. (8.8)
Proof. We give the proof only for (8.8), the proof of (8.7) is similar.
Fixed η > 0, we divide [0, T ] in ⌊T /η⌋ + 1 intervals of length less or equal than
η. We observe that
P
[
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
{∣∣T−1N (θ)− θ∣∣} > ǫ
]
≤ P
[
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
{
T−1N (θ)− θ
}
> ǫ
]
+ P
[
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
{
θ − T−1N (θ)
}
> ǫ
]
.
(8.9)
We have
P
[
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
{
T−1N (θ)− θ
}
> ǫ
]
≤
⌊T /η⌋∑
k=0
P
[
sup
θ∈[kη,(k+1)η]
{
T−1N (θ)− θ
}
> ǫ
]
≤
⌊T /η⌋∑
k=0
P
[{
T−1N [(k + 1)η]− (k + 1)η
}
> ǫ− η]
=
⌊T /η⌋+1∑
k=1
P
[
T−1N (kη)− kη > ǫ− η
]
(8.10)
where we used the fact that T−1N is non-decreasing. For every ǫ > 0, we choose η
such that ǫ′ ≡ ǫ− η is positive, and we rewrite the relation T−1N (kη)− kη > ǫ′ as
T−1(Nkη) > Nkη +Nǫ′, (8.11)
where T−1(t) is defined in (2.9). By definition the following relation holds:
T[T−1(Nkη)−1] < Nkη ≤ T[T−1(Nkη)], (8.12)
then inequality (8.11) implies
Nkη > T⌊Nkη+Nǫ′−1⌋, (8.13)
and thus
⌊T /η⌋+1∑
k=1
P
[
T−1N (kη)− kη > ǫ′
]
≤
⌊T /η⌋+1∑
k=1
P
[
(kη + ǫ′ −N−1)− TN(kη + ǫ′ −N−1) > ǫ′ −N−1
]
.
(8.14)
In the same way one can easily prove that
P
[
sup
θ∈[0,T ]
{
θ − T−1N (θ)
}
> ǫ
]
≤
⌊T /η⌋∑
k=0
P [TN (kη − ǫ′)− (kη − ǫ′) > ǫ′] . (8.15)
By Lemma 8.1, ∀ǫ′ > 0, ∀δ′ > 0, ∃N0 such that P
[∣∣TN(θ)− θ∣∣ > ǫ′] < δ′, ∀N ≥ N0,
for all θ ∈ [0, T ], and this conclude the proof of (8.8). 
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In order to prove that SN ◦ T−1N converges in distribution to the Le´vy process
V , we have just to show that the distance between the two process SN , SN ◦ T−1N
goes to zero in probability (see Theorem 3.1 in [4]). By denoting with ρ(·, ·) the
distance in the Skorokhod J1 topology,
lim
N→∞
P
[
ρ(SN , SN ◦ T−1N ) > ǫ
] ≤ P
[
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣SN (λN(t))− SN ◦ T−1N (t)∣∣ > ǫ
]
, (8.16)
where λN : [0, T ] → [0, T ] is a sequence of increasing homeomorphisms such that
‖λN − I‖∞ → 0. We have
P
[
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣SN(λN(t))− SN ◦ T−1N (t)∣∣ > ǫ
]
≤ P
[{
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣SN(λN(t))− SN ◦ T−1N (t)∣∣ > ǫ
}
∩
{
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣T−1N (t)− t∣∣ ≤ σ
}]
+ P
[
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣T−1N (t)− t∣∣ > σ
]
,
for every σ > 0. The second term on the r.h.s. goes to zero for N → ∞ (see
Proposition 8.2), while the first term is bounded by
P
[
sup
{∣∣SN(λN(t))− SN(s)∣∣, |t− s| ≤ σ, t, s ∈ [0, T ]} > ǫ] ,
which goes to zero for the tightness (see (7.4)) and the fact that ‖λN − I‖∞ → 0.
It remains to prove the convergence of the process YN to the stable process V .
The basic idea is that the step-function sequence {SN(θ)}0≤θ≤T and the continuous-
time sequence, given by the linear interpolation of {SN(θ)}, are asymptotically
equivalent, i.e. if either converges in distribution as N → ∞, then so should
the other, and they should have the same limit. This is proved, for example, in
[26], Section 6.2. Then one can easily extend this result to {SN (T−1N )}0≤θ≤T and
{YN}0≤θ≤T , since the waiting time between two jumps has finite average.
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